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Kiast is under attack from the Children of Mortis armed forces. Fighting rages, both
on the planet near the Jedi Praxeum and in the planet's orbit. All members of Clan
Odan-Urr have been summoned to protect their home from a powerful adversary
who plans to destroy everything in his path to achieve his goal.

The planet is in turmoil. A defense force that formed a defense line to protect not
only the planet, but Ascerpius Station. In the confusion, they had to avoid not only
enemy fire, but also ships from the Station that were heading for the surface.

Elyon de Neverse was also sitting on one of the ships making routine repairs on her
ship when the alarm went off and everyone was ordered to defend the Jedi
Praxeum.

She therefore quickly left the docks and was heading towards the planet when she
was hit by one of the crystalline meteorites that were thrown onto the planet. Crystal
objects were everywhere. Many people had a problem with them.

"R2, find out how the ship is doing." The young Jedi called out to her astromech as
the panels in front of her began to flash.

At her command, the yellow-silver droid R2-E2 connected to the shuttle's main
computer and discovered that the crystal had hit one of the power nodes. And that's
why he recommends a return.

"We can't go back, R2. Try repositioning that knot, I'll try to get us down in one
piece," Elyon told the droid, concentrating on descending through the atmosphere.

R2 bridged the damaged system, but unfortunately the shuttle was hit by another
crystalline object, which sent the ship off course to the Jedi Praxeum. Elyon
managed to land in a clearing in the forest not far from Praxeum.

"Stay here. I'll come back for you after the battle. I promise. Watch the shuttle." The
young Jedi said, patting the astromech on his back and out of the droid's sight and
out of the ship.

Elyon set a fast pace towards the temple as she felt a Force presence within. It
wasn't a creature she knew. However, his presence was strong. She tried to ignore it
and continued on her way when a strange creature blocked her way. It was a
raptor-like lizard with crystals growing out of its back.



The young Jedi backed up a bit and reached for the Force. The creature in front of
her was strange. She felt the Force from him, but it wasn't his own, more like he was
being controlled by the Force. Elyon reached out her right hand and tried to make a
connection through the Force, but the creature's consciousness did not respond in
the normal way. She sensed the creature, but more in the back of his own mind. In
the foreground, she sensed hostile intentions that wanted nothing more than to
destroy. The leading entity was strong and threatening. Elyon sensed that this raptor
was not alone, but an entire army. And not only them, but also rancor soldiers and
other creature transformations thanks to crystals. The young Jedi was so engrossed
in surveying the creature in front of her that she didn't give it her full attention.
Fortunately, her powers told her that something was up with the raptor, and Elyon
was able to break the connection and jump out of its reach just seconds before it
attacked her.

The young Jedi unbuckled her lightsaber from her belt and ignited the sapphire
blade.The Raptor straightened after the failed attack and prepared for another. Elyon
crouched a bit to be able to jump the next attack. Raptor attacked her again but
failed as the young Jedi jumped back and tried to hit him. And so it went on. Attacks
followed by feints and attempts to hit both sides. Both the creature and Elyon
managed to hit the opponent a few times. The raptor had several burns and cuts on
its side and front legs from the lightsaber blade, but Elyon took a few hits as well.
The right hand with the weapon that the raptor was aiming at was mainly hit, but the
torso was also hit. Both rivals, despite their injuries, faced each other again. The
young Jedi decided to change tactics. She waited for the raptor to start and then
when it was a short distance from her, she stopped it in its jump with the help of
Telekinesis. There was nothing Raptor could do. Elyon sidestepped him and
delivered a killing blow to his neck. As soon as she released him from her hold, the
creature's dead body fell heavily to the ground. The young Jedi stood there for a
moment to catch her breath, then bowed to the creature and once again continued
through hostile territory to the Jedi Praxeum.


